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Kitchen in a new dimension

LEICHT is presenting an architecture-shaping concept in kitchen planning that integrates a “room in room”. The kitchen is becoming even more homely.

The individually plannable kitchen as the focus of living: at the Küchenmeile A 30 fair, LEICHT is presenting numerous inspiring planning approaches all intended to coordinate the kitchen as a living area more precisely to your personal living environment in terms of kitchen architecture, material and colour. LEICHT has developed a new architectural concept that entails a cube standing freely in the room – a “room in room”.

This “room in room” shapes the architecture and from floor to ceiling fulfils a number of living room and kitchen functions. “This planning approach, which is being shown for the first time by LEICHT, goes far beyond conventional room concepts and creates an even greater degree of homeliness,” says LEICHT CEO and Chairman of the Board Stefan Waldenmaier of the striking new development. From the outside, the compact room looks like a straightforward unit from whichever side you view it, while the inside incorporates functional and storage space solutions to suit customer requirements.
The kitchen as the communication point

This extremely clear kitchen architecture corresponds to the smooth front design which is characterised by elegant matt lacquer in snow white with anti-fingerprint finish. The bar and a seating alcove integrated in the cube are the homely and communicative components. The alcove is made of genuine finely structured wood and can be individualised with your own decoration and cushions. The kitchen is not just seamlessly integrated into the living room but is the centre of communication and living.

Harmonious integration in the living area: the “room in room” extends planning freedom with LEICHT kitchens

In this concept designed by LEICHT, the “room in room” is entered through a discreetly integrated swing door facing the island. This means the distances between cooking and preparing as well as taking out and storing the necessary utensils are as short and convenient as possible. “We have never before been able to integrate the complexity of the kitchen as a functional room quite so harmoniously into the living area. The interior concept developed by LEICHT is architecture-shaping. It moves the kitchen into a new dimension and illustrates LEICHT’s outstanding expertise in interior design,” is one of Stefan Waldenmaier’s central arguments.
From the outside, the walk-in cube looks like a calm unit front from every perspective. A homely atmosphere is created by the interchange with open spaces and the skilful combination of materials: elegant, matt lacquered surfaces contrast with finely structured genuine wood. Photo: LEICHT

The kitchen architecture presented by LEICHT, consisting of a "room in room" and an island, is a new approach in kitchen planning. Planning no longer has to centre on the given wall, but can take place totally independently of it. Opposite the island, a discreetly integrated folding door opens up to lead you into the cube with its manifold storage solutions. Photo: LEICHT
It is just one small step from the representative kitchen into the walk-in room offering storage space that can be used in a number of different ways and which can be equipped individually – from shelving through to spacious niches for drinks and a washing machine. Photo: LEICHT

Elegant matt white in harmony with genuine wood – the kitchen conceals its entire complexity behind a calm exterior consisting of an island and units extending down to the floor the front design of which can vary: open shelving can be integrated as can a comfortable seating alcove. Photo: LEICHT

The interior of the walk-in room fulfils a number of living room and kitchen functions and can also be equipped with a shelving system. Photo: LEICHT

A seating alcove made of genuine finely structured wood, which can be styled to suit individual preferences with accessories, is a homely and communicative component. The kitchen is seamlessly integrated into the living space and is the centre of communication. Photo: LEICHT

Perfectly tidy: the scenario LEICHT proposes here for equipping the walk-in room is just one of the many possibilities and integrates a spacious niche for a washing machine and tumble dryer. Photo: LEICHT

LEICHT takes care of interior design from floor to ceiling and shows its expertise in a new dimension. Together with the flush joins of the fronts, the integrated seating alcove is a picture of harmony. Photo: LEICHT
LEICHT is offering newly developed storage room solutions which can also be integrated in the walk-in room: a fixture for crates of drinks in various formats as well as a utility unit with well-thought-out elements for storing utensils.
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The new island is characterised by its matt lacquer with anti-fingerprint finish and an increase in the front line, a fundamental characteristic of the Evo design range. The worktop appears to be a delicate 5-millimetre line, making the entire kitchen architecture very elegant and high-grade.
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The new combination of raised fronts and delicate worktop shape – the characteristic feature of Evo – becomes particularly clear in the detail. The handles in the same colour emphasise the horizontal, but are understated and merge with the fronts.
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The island offers seating with a bar as well as plenty of space for cooking and preparing. The top-quality matt lacquer with anti-fingerprint finish is a preferred LEICHT feature in the open, representative kitchen and is now being presented in snow white for the first time.
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The island interior is high-grade and can be equipped to suit personal preferences. Trays made of genuine wood accommodate kitchen utensils and give the high-grade pullouts their internal structure a warm and homely component in the kitchen.
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